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Additive manufacturing methods 1–4 using static and mobile robots are being20

developed for both on-site construction 5–8 and off-site prefabrication 9, 10. Here21

we introduce a new method of additive manufacturing, referred to as Aerial Ad-22

ditive Manufacturing (Aerial-AM), that utilizes a team of aerial robots inspired23

by natural builders 11 such as wasps who use collective building methods 12, 13.24

We present a scalable multi-robot 3D printing and path planning framework25

that enables robot tasks and population size to be adapted to variations in print26

geometry throughout a building mission. The multi-robot manufacturing frame-27

work allows for autonomous 3D printing under human supervision, real-time28

assessment of printed geometry and robot behavioural adaptation. To validate29

autonomous Aerial-AM based on the framework, we develop BuilDrones for30

depositing materials during flight and ScanDrones for measuring print qual-31

ity, and integrate a generic real-time model-predictive-control scheme with the32

Aerial-AM robots. In addition, we integrate a dynamically self-aligning delta33

manipulator with the BuilDrone to further improve manufacturing accuracy to34

5mm for printing geometry with precise trajectory requirements, and develop35

four cementitious-polymeric composite mixtures suitable for continuous material36

deposition. We demonstrate proof-of-concept prints including a cylinder of 2.05m37

with a rapid curing insulation foam material and a cylinder of 0.18m with struc-38

tural pseudoplastic cementitious material, a light-trail virtual print of a dome-like39

geometry, and multi-robot simulations. Aerial-AM allows manufacturing in-flight40
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and offers future possibilities for building in unbounded, at height, or hard to41

access locations.42

To deliver improvements in productivity and safety, robotics-based technologies for con-43

struction activities 14,15 have been developed for both the assembly of building elements 16–20
44

and free-form continuous additive manufacturing (AM) 1–4. Compared to the assembly-based45

approaches, free-form continuous AM enables flexible production of geometrically variable46

designs that can provide improvements in material efficiency and cost reductions. Currently,47

approaches to large-scale free-form AM for on-site construction primarily utilise ground-based48

robots and gantry/crane systems 10. These technologies, however, necessitate scaling-up robot49

hardware to a larger dimension than the desired print geometry’s work envelope, rendering50

parallel operation or occupation of a building site by people or other machinery difficult and51

dangerous. Furthermore, these large-scale systems require a tethered connection to a power52

supply, limiting abilities to adapt to agile applications such as inspection/maintenance 21,53

repair 22, or manufacture in remote, hard to access, or hostile, environments 23, where54

transport or installation of large infrastructure is not feasible.55

As an alternative approach to large single-robot systems, a team of small mobile robots56

could offer greater flexibility and scalability to build geometries larger in size than the57

individual robots themselves 24–27, and also have the potential to be adaptively distributed58

across several building sites efficiently and concurrently 13. However, research into construction59

using a team of robots is at an early exploratory stage of development, and is to date,60
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predominantly focused on the assembly of building elements. Further, the current multi-robot61

AM approaches mainly employ mobile ground robot-vehicles 7,8 that have limited operational62

height. These mobile systems are constrained to navigate either around or along the top of63

previously manufactured work 28, limiting building to geometries and materials that support64

the weight and motion of the robot platform and render untethered operation or the ability65

of robots to pass each other or ascend/descend the manufactured geometry challenging and66

to date, unresolved. A comparison of state-of-the-art robot platforms developed for additive67

manufacturing in the building industry is illustrated in Fig. 1.68

In contrast to current artificial robot systems and their inherent limitations, natural69

builders demonstrate significant degrees of scalability and adaptability in building their70

habitats, and many do so with the aid of flight and additive building approaches. For71

example, a Barn Swallow overcomes a limited material payload by making twelve hundred72

trips between its material source and the construction site to incrementally complete its73

nest 29. Social insects such as termites and wasps exhibit greater degrees of adaptability and74

scalability, especially the aerial construction undertaken by social wasps evinces efficient and75

direct path optimization, with flight alleviating the requirement to navigate over or around76

previously built material throughout the building process 12. These natural systems inspired77

an approach to collective construction that employs a network of untethered mobile robots to78

operate as a multi-agent system 13. Enlisting a large number of robots to work together reveals79

new challenges in manufacturing operations that require solutions to multi-agent coordination80

beyond currently available technologies. Along with collective interaction methods for the81
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multi-robot system, material design and use, and environmental manipulation mechanisms82

must be integrated and co-developed to enable collective construction.83

1 Aerial-AM Framework84

Here, we report the first Aerial-AM framework, that couples the merits of natural precedents85

with engineering principles and enables additive manufacturing using unmanned aerial robots86

in-flight, demonstrating the untethered, unbounded three-dimensional printing system, and87

the first scalable swarm-based control system for distributed additive manufacturing by88

multiple aerial robots in parallel.89

To achieve autonomous additive manufacturing with a team of aerial robots requires90

parallel development of a number of key enabling technologies, that include: 1) Aerial91

robots capable of high-accuracy material deposition and in-the-loop qualitative assessment92

of printing quality; 2) The ability for a team of aerial robots to broadcast their activities93

to one another, wirelessly sharing data independent of neighbor proximity; 3) Autonomous94

navigation and task planning systems to adaptively determine and distribute manufacturing95

tasks in conjunction with a printing path strategy; 4) Strategically engineered/selected96

materials, especially lightweight and printable cementitious mixes, suitable for the Aerial-AM97

approach without requiring formwork or temporary scaffolds.98

Using the multi-disciplinary physical artificial intelligence (AI) development method 30,99

we developed the Aerial-AM system (Fig. 2, Supplementary Video 1) which employs two100
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types of aerial robot platform referred to as BuilDrone and ScanDrone (Extended Data101

Fig. 1, Supplementary Method 1). The former was engineered to implement autonomous102

deposition of physical materials (Supplementary Methods 1, 2 and 3) with context-dependent103

manufacturing accuracy and the latter to perform incremental aerial scanning and validation104

observations (Supplementary Method 4) after material deposition of every layer. Both105

robot platforms were coordinated with a newly proposed distributed multi-agent approach106

(Supplementary Method 5) in two loops (Fig. 2a). The manufacturing strategy loop was107

developed to correlate the AM geometry and robot AM task allocation in a multi-agent108

system. The construction loop consists of in-flight printing performance characterization of109

both BuilDrones and ScanDrone, real-time trajectory adaptation and material extrusion by110

the BuilDrones and print verification through the ScanDrone and a human supervisor.111

A multi-agent approach for Aerial-AM Aerial-AM requires a single or multiple unteth-112

ered aerial robots to make coordinated autonomous flights to and from varying deposition113

locations. To enable operation within a large volume for building-scale manufacturing,114

this approach also requires local robot decision-making to adapt to external and dynamic115

parameters such as variations in task allocation, building geometry, external environment116

factors, resources and live concurrent activities during the act of building. To investigate the117

manufacturing performance of using this approach for coordinating multiple networked aerial118

robots, we present a Multi-Agent Aerial-AM framework (Supplementary Method 5) provid-119

ing capabilities for live autonomous task allocation, spatial collision awareness, collective120

organisation and system robustness through redundancy (Supplementary Video 2).121
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Aerial-AM is designed to leverage bottom-up approaches to multi-robot control coupled122

with features for local sensing and mapping, enabling robots to operate autonomously with123

minimal supervision and providing systemic redundancy against problems such as loss of124

communication or robot mechanical failure. In developing the Aerial-AM framework, we125

evaluate the performance of a distributed approach to manufacturing and its adaption to126

building geometry at various scales.127

Materials and printing paths In order to manufacture geometries at various scales using128

different materials, Aerial-AM process-related parameters such as printing path, printing head129

velocity, nozzle diameter and the accuracy of BuilDrones, had to be specified in conjunction130

with material properties whilst also considering the downwash from BuilDrone propellers. The131

ratio between the layer width and printing accuracy is the main factor considered in printing132

geometry design and path generation. Three scalable paths were designed for constructing133

cylindrical geometries - 1) multiple adjacent concentric circles effectively forming a solid wall,134

2) a rounded Peano curve, with alternating layers staggered around the circle with a half-unit135

offset, and 3) A hybrid design with three non-adjacent concentric circles alternating with a136

rounded Peano curve (Extended Data Fig. 3). Informed by salient studies in AM construction137

cementitious 4,31–40 and foam materials 3,41,42 (Supplementary Method 6, Supplementary138

Tables 1 and 2), the development of Aerial-AM material strategies (Supplementary Method 6)139

focused on commercially available foams and specifically engineered cementitious pastes and140

mortars for Aerial-AM extrusion by BuilDrones. Control of fresh material rheology and curing141
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times is important for formwork-free AM extrusion as, once deposited, fresh material required142

sufficient buildability to resist deformation due to self-weight and subsequent layers 43.143

2 Demonstrations at Various Scales144

Aerial-AM enables a team of aerial robots to manufacture in three dimensions, either in145

sequence or in parallel. To demonstrate the potential of this nature-inspired framework, we146

undertook three different experiments based on surfaces of revolution geometries at various147

scales.148

Tall foam cylinder We first demonstrate the Aerial-AM approach by manufacturing a149

single contour wall of a cylindrical geometry with a constant diameter of 0.3 m (Fig. 3), which150

was chosen with consideration of the cross-section dimensions of a foam layer after expansion151

(Extended Data Fig. 1a). The cylinder was designed with a height of 2.05m, over 4 times152

the height of the BuilDrone itself to ensure the BuilDrone flew safely within the envelope of153

the testing space. The cylinder was printed by depositing low-density expanding foam with154

multiple trips by a BuilDrone, with scanning in-the-loop.155

Here we use the rapid curing thermoplastic polyurethane foam to demonstrate proof of156

concept for Aerial-AM approach given the expanding foam material is suitable for both building157

insulation and form-work for in-situ cast-concrete structures 3. Preliminary investigations158

revealed that rapid curing is essential to mitigate the deformation of fresh material due to159
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downwash; therefore, a rapid-setting two-part foam system (density 30 kg/m3) was used for160

BuilDrone extrusion (Supplementary Method 6).161

Using the newly developed Model Predictive Control (MPC) schemes (Extended Data162

Fig. 4, Supplementary Method 3) for Aerial-AM robots, the foam printing BuilDrone was163

characterised and tuned to perform sufficient accuracy for depositing rapid-curing foam164

materials while implementing various flight trajectories. Preliminary printing tests showed165

that the layer height of printed foam material varies due to irregularities of material expansion166

though the BuilDrone performs accurate flight. To mitigate irregularities in the previous layer’s167

deposition, we introduce the ScanDrone in the vision of in-the-loop qualitative assessment of168

printing quality to timely adjust the BuilDrone reference trajectory (Supplementary Video169

3). The printing process of effective material deposition by BuilDrone took 29 minutes in the170

mission of completing the tall cylinder.171

To evaluate the manufactured column geometry and obtain the adjustment of print-172

ing height, 3D geometric data were collected after every print layer autonomously with a173

ScanDrone using the mapping approach (Supplementary Method 4). Collected the depth174

images and poses by the motion tracking system, a state-of-the-art dense mapping algorithm,175

supereight 44, was used for integration and visualising an exemplary ScanDrone map of the176

print as a 3D mesh (Fig. 3). Besides in-the-loop qualitative and quantitative analyses of the177

built geometry, the map crucially enables adjusting the print trajectory height of the next178

layer (Supplementary Method 4).179
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With the ScanDrone informed adjustment, the reference and effective positions of the180

center of mass of the BuilDrone in printing the cylinder are shown in Fig. 3a with close-up181

views of selected layers in Fig. 3b. With trajectories of the BuilDrone logged during the actual182

printing tests, the absolute position errors were quantitatively evaluated, showing that the183

maximum horizontal and vertical absolute position errors were within 0.015 m and 0.006 m,184

respectively (Fig. 3c). More detailed analysis of the positioning accuracy is illustrated in185

Extended Data Fig. 5.186

We further compared our online 3D map mesh as created by the ScanDrone to the187

collected 3D Faro Laser scan (Supplementary Method 4). The mesh and point-cloud were188

aligned manually initially and then refined by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm189

using the CloudCompare tool. The analysis of point-to-triangle errors reveals a median value190

of 2.27 cm which suffices the required accuracy in foam printing.191

Small cylinder in cementitious material Print of a smaller scale cylindrical thin wall192

with a Peano curve path and fine filaments less than 0.01 m in diameter was undertaken193

to demonstrate the novel Aerial-AM approach to high-resolution manufacturing using two194

BuilDrones printing with custom-engineered cementitious material in turn (Fig. 4).195

Each Aerial-AM BuilDrone must extrude material within power limits and payload196

constraints; this required the miniaturisation of AM deposition relative to ground-based197

methods. A cementitious Aerial-AM material must be lightweight and less dense than198

traditional and ground-based AM study mortars, with higher water/binder ratios and lower199
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fine aggregate/binder ratios required (Supplementary Method 6). Investigations included200

the addition of foaming agents to reduce bulk density. Rheological properties in the fresh201

state are of primary importance 45 and rheology modifying admixtures (RMA) can alter fresh202

material properties 46,47. For AM, pseudoplastic (‘shear-thinning’) properties are desirable,203

where material viscosity and yield stress decrease (while under stress in a deposition system)204

and increase (once extruded) 48 by orders of magnitude. During Aerial-AM mix development,205

Hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose (HEMC) and xanthan gum were discovered to be synergistic206

and provided fresh mixes with suitable rheological properties and resistance to propeller207

downwash. This synthetic hygroscopic (HEMC) and natural hydrophilic (xanthan gum)208

polymeric hydrocolloid combination effectively resulted in a cementitious-polymeric composite209

material for Aerial-AM. Four novel lightweight mixes suitable for BuilDrone extrusion were210

developed (mixes No. 1-4, Extended Data Fig. 6) and a range of tests (Supplementary Table211

5) were carried out to indicate magnitudes of material properties in fresh and cured states.212

Mix No.3 was used for the cementitious print, demonstrating that with the use of RMAs,213

fine aggregate is not essential for Aerial-AM; removing fine aggregate eliminates the need214

to add foam, significantly decreasing mix preparation time and increasing productivity. To215

summarise, a cementitious material suitable for Aerial-AM has a bulk density in the region216

of 1700 kg/m3, fresh properties (within open time) with a complex modulus of 7 MPa, phase217

angle of 4°, yield stress of 1.1 kPa, a viscosity profile decreasing by five orders of magnitude218

while under stress, and a resulting cured 28-day compressive strength in the order of 25 MPa.219
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To manufacture geometry with high-resolution details using cementitious material,220

a new type of Aerial-AM BuilDrone was customised to enhance the printing accuracy by221

integrating a dexterous delta manipulator and moving the material deposition nozzle along222

with end-effector of the manipulator (Extended Data Fig. 2). With trajectory tracking data223

obtained during the light-trail virtual print of a thin-walled cylinder of 1.2 m in height,224

we evaluated the accuracy of the BuilDrone pose, as well as the tip position of the nozzle225

(Fig. 4a,b), in performing printing tests employing the Model Predictive Control schemes226

(Extended Data Fig. 4, Supplementary Method 3, Supplementary Video 4). Respective227

Root-Mean-Square Errors (RMSE) per layer of printing are provided (Extended Data Table 1)228

for both the BuilDrone position and the nozzle tip position. We further studied the BuilDrone229

position reference and effective position per axis (Extended Data Fig. 7). The statistical230

analyses of the experiments showed that the nozzle tip achieved higher accuracy than the231

BuilDrone itself. The results reveals that the delta manipulator can effectively compensates232

for deviations not only in the BuilDrone position, but also from tip shifts due to altitude233

deviation as a function of the lever arm between the BuilDrone’s center of mass and the234

nozzle tip (Fig. 4c).235

With the optimized cementitious mix No. 3 and high accuracy of the BuilDrones with236

integrated delta manipulators, printing path designs (Extended Data Fig. 3) were adapted to237

manufacture a cementitious thin-walled cylinder with a maximum outer diameter of 0.335 m238

using the deposition system with a nozzle of 8 mm in diameter (Supplementary Video 5).239

Using the three scalable printing paths (Extended Data Fig. 3a), material deposition tests240
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(Supplementary Experiment S1) indicated the rounded Peano curve design has advantages in241

two aspects. First, it requires less material for thin-wall cylinders with identical diameters:242

5.85 m printed length per two layers compared to 6.79 m for the hybrid design and 7.61 m243

for the concentric circles design. Second, it maintains contact points consistent between two244

adjacent layers even with some deposition imprecision, with favourable aesthetic qualities.245

Results also indicated a favourable load per material used ratio in comparison to concentric246

circles.247

Using two BuilDrones with integrated delta manipulators, we additively manufactured248

a 28-layer thin-walled cylinder (Supplementary Video 6). The speed of the BuilDrones for249

printing the cylinder was 10×10−3 m/s and the materials in the cartridge of deposition device250

was accordingly driven to deposit a 10×10−3 m bead of material per second, resulting in251

a flow velocity of the material of 0.294×10−3 m/s in the cartridge and 4.44×10−3 m/s in252

the flexible tubing of 8×10−3 m inner diameter. Printing velocities for the cylinder with a253

6×10−3 m layer resolution are summarised in Extended Data Table 2.254

Each layer involved the deposition of mix No.3 following the rounded Peano curve255

printing path, resulting in a deposition length of 2.975 m that utilised the effective capacity256

of each BuilDrone’s material payload, and required a material refill after each layer. The257

thickness of each fresh layer was determined by both the circular nozzle orifice diameter258

(8×10−3 m) and the minor stretching force while the nozzle tip moves along the printing path.259

With 10×10−3 m/s printing speed, it took 2 hours 13 minutes in total for material deposition260
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only to complete the cylinder. The final height of the 28-layered thin-walled cylinder was261

180×10−3 m after the material settled.262

Multi-robot virtual print and simulation The third experiment validates system adap-263

tation of the Aerial-AM approach through a live flight demonstration, virtually printing264

a parabolic surface of revolution with varied print contour layer radii using a light-trail265

time-lapse (Fig. 5). Extending this result, we then simulated the behaviour of multi-robot266

parallel additive manufacturing across a range of geometries with increasing scale and robot267

population size. Highlighting the system’s ability to adapt to variations in print geometry268

we compared results between two classes of surface revolution: cylinders with a constant269

radius, and a surface of revolution based on a parabolic function that consists of a decreasing270

print-contour area towards the end of the AM process near the top (Fig. 5). This specific271

surface was utilized to demonstrate a geometry where print layers near the end of the printing272

assignment require a different number of BuilDrones compared to lower contours of greater273

area; providing a scenario to evaluate scalability and adaptation in the number of robots274

undertaking printing in parallel, whilst also managing in-situ congestion constraints. To275

ensure comparability, the manufacturing print length was made equal for both geometries of276

equivalent base radii. Their circular footprint and radial symmetry also ensured that our277

experimental set-up (Supplementary Fig. 10) was consistent for all robots radially arrayed278

around the workspace perimeter.279
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We evaluated the real-world performance of the Aerial-AM framework for multi-robot280

flight in virtual printing a parabolic surface of revolution geometry with a base diameter of281

2.5 m (Supplementary Fig. 10), using a team of 3 aerial robots converted from ScanDrones282

by adding an LED array per robot to signify their printing states (by colour) in lieu of a283

material deposition system (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Experiment S2).284

The geometry was segmented into horizontal print contour layers representing a total285

of 176 individual Print Jobs that individual robots could adaptively select throughout the286

printing process (Fig. 5a,c). Indicated by the red paths plotted in Fig. 5a,c and colour-287

coded for each individual robot as recorded in flight data (Fig. 5b,d), local path planning288

solutions enabled multiple Print Jobs to be executed concurrently whilst also providing289

real-time features for collision awareness between the robots and virtual geometries that290

vary in diameter during building. The virtual print shows the framework was able to adapt291

to changes in contour geometry, by self-retiring the number of robots given the increasing292

spatial constraints associated with height (Supplementary Experiment S2). Altogether, these293

results highlight the ability of the Aerial-AM framework to adapt building operations relative294

to geometry through self-optimisation of robot path planning and congestion avoidance295

(Supplementary Video 7).296

Informed by the the virtual print results, a set of simulation experiments were undertaken297

that tested variations in printing behaviour by changing the number of available robots,298

in addition to sizes of surface revolution geometries with both constant (cylindrical) and299
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varying diameters (parabolic) (Supplementary Experiments S3, Supplementary Figs. 11-300

16). To assess the impact of a constant (cylinder) versus variable (parabolic) contour area301

throughout a printing assignment, the geometries tested had the same base diameters and total302

printing lengths. These studies demonstrated robot population size adaptation relative to303

changes in print contour layer area throughout the printing of each geometry (Supplementary304

Figs. 18,19). Increases in robot population were shown to produce a significant decrease in305

time to completion for each geometry. As expected, larger diameter geometries exhibited306

greater rates of reduction in time to completion from increases in robot population. In307

contrast, completion rates for parabolic geometries with varying diameters did not reduce to308

match cylindrical geometries’ completion times due to their smaller average print contour309

layer area compared with geometries of the same base diameter (Supplementary Fig. 17).310

Distributed printing behaviours were also demonstrated, whereby robot participation numbers311

were able to dynamically vary based upon the available printing tasks. Fig. 5f shows the312

resulting print job distribution across 15 robots operating in parallel within a simulated313

construction of a larger 15 m diameter parabolic surface of revolution geometry. This result314

was comparable to similar distributed robot participation numbers as shown in the live315

light-trail experiments (Fig. 5b,d, Supplementary Fig. 17).316

3 Discussion and Open Questions317

Through actual additive manufacturing with both foam and cementitious material, virtual AM318

light-painting flights, and simulation experiments using varying size and print contour layer319
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area geometries, we systematically developed the Aerial-AM framework as an autonomous,320

scalable and flexible approach to additive manufacturing that is adaptable to variations321

in geometry type, scale and robot population. Printing of the tall cylinder of 2.05 m in322

height using BuilDrone for material deposition and ScanDrone for in-the-loop qualitative323

assessment of the printed structure demonstrated the capacity of the Aerial-AM approach for324

manufacturing large-scale geometry. The manufacture of a cementitious thin-walled cylinder325

proved that the coupling of a self-aligning delta parallel manipulator to the BuilDrone allowed326

material deposition at high accuracy (maximum 5 mm position error) in both lateral and327

vertical directions, which is acceptable and within UK building requirements 49. The virtual328

light-trail additive manufacturing and simulation results reveal that the Aerial-AM framework329

can effectively print various geometries by parallel multi-robot manufacturing while mitigating330

for excess congestion, and demonstrate adaptation and individual robot redundancy.331

While these experiments successfully validate the feasibility of Aerial-AM, they are just332

the first steps in exploring the potential of using aerial robots for construction. Significant333

advances in robotics and material science are required to enable the full-scale manufacturing334

of building geometries using the proposed approaches. In particular, the deposition of support335

materials, active material curing, and task-sharing between multiple robots, are frontiers that336

need to be further developed. Further research on the design and engineering of structurally337

efficient geometries suited to Aerial-AM, and systematic analyses of the structural behaviour338

of printed geometries, is required. Our parallel investigations in this area suggest there are339

geometries that could successfully leverage Aerial-AM capabilities 50.340
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In order to take the research outside the confines of the indoor lab, we intend to341

implement a multi-sensor SLAM system with Differential GPS to provide adequate outdoor342

localization. Scaling up of the manufacturing volume will require automation of material343

and battery replenishment, while further means of assessment are needed to evaluate the344

efficiency of distributed manufacturing relative to the scale of the manufactured object and345

the robot platforms used.346

However, the system presented here demonstrates a proof of concept for autonomous347

Aerial-AM, and may serve to provide a foundation for realising construction using collective348

multi-robot additive manufacturing systems. With continued development, Aerial-AM could349

provide an alternative means to support housing and vital infrastructure in remote locations,350

where the impact of global warming and unprecedented increases in the frequency of natural351

disasters and the hostility of climatic conditions render existing approaches to building352

challenging.353
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FIGURE LEGENDS:482

Figure 1: Additive Manufacturing in the building industry. Comparison of483

different additive manufacturing robot platforms. Established platforms exhibit limitations484

in scale of additive manufacturing job vs scale of robot platform, maximum build envelope,485

ability to manufacture in parallel, and site access capabilities. Aerial-AM enables parallel486

manufacturing with an unbounded build envelope in hard-to-access locations.487

Figure 2: The Aerial-AM framework for untethered and unbounded additive488

manufacturing. a, The proposed multi-agent aerial-AM framework consists of two loops489

that operate at a strategic slow and a real-time operational fast time-scale for manufacturing490

and progress observation. b, Print of a proof of concept large-scale cylindrical geometry491
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using a BuilDrone that additively manufactures an expansion foam material and a ScanDrone492

that 3D scans the manufactured geometry utilizing an on-board vision system for progress493

mapping. The print demonstrates a faster build rate and large-scale geometry using the foam494

material. c, Experimental printing demonstration involving two BuilDrones that additively495

manufacture 28 layers of cementitious material by sequentially flying between a ground station496

and the additive manufacturing site. Here materials deposition relies on the high accuracy of497

BuilDrones enabled by an onboard error compensating delta manipulator in the experimental498

space with accurate state estimation. d, Virtual manufacture and simulation of a surface of499

revolution based on a parabolic profile with the base diameter of 2.5 m using 3 and more500

printing robots.501

Figure 3: A tall cylindrical geometry of 2.05 m in height printed with 72502

material deposition trips by a Aerial-AM BuilDrone and real-time print evaluation503

by a ScanDrone. a, The trajectories of the centre of mass of the BuilDrone, with position504

reference (in red) and actual position (in blue), during the foam printing using a scalable505

circle path design. b, The close-up view of the reference circle path and the actual position506

for the printing of layers 10, 36, and 72. c, Mesh reconstructions from ScanDrone, including507

top-view heatmap used for automatic height adjustment at layers 10, 36 (half height) and508

perspective side-views at layers 10, 36 and 72 (full height) of the foam cylinder. d, Position509

accuracy of the BuilDrone tracing the designed reference circular trajectory, showing the510

horizontal and vertical absolute position errors with median error values of 1.5 cm and 0.6511

cm, respectively.512
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Figure 4: 3D printing a thin-walled cylinder by two BuilDrones with error513

compensating delta manipulator depositing cementitious material. a, BuilDrones’514

position reference (in red) and actual position of fixed depositing nozzle tip (in blue) during515

the virtual printing of a meter-scale cylinder using the rounded Peano curve path design.516

b, The close-up view of the reference rounded Peano curve path and the actual tip position for517

tests with a compensation function from the delta parallel manipulator and tests without the518

compensation function. It illustrates the function of the integrated delta parallel manipulator519

for achieving higher accuracy at the tip of the deposition nozzle which is positioned a distance520

away from the mass center of the BuilDrone. c, Quantitative evaluation of position accuracy521

of the tip of depositing nozzle at two different printing speeds. In the virtual printing tests522

at 5 cm/s printing speed, the absolute position error in the lateral direction is higher than523

0.5 cm, which may be caused by the trajectory geometry’s small curvatures being difficult to524

implementing at an increased flight speed. In the real tests at 1 cm/s printing speed, the525

median value of absolute horizontal position error is less than 0.4 cm which was acceptable526

for the 0.8 cm diameter nozzle. d, Printing progress of the cylinder (front view) using two527

BuilDrones working in sequence, including the layers of 1, 10, 19 and 28.528

Figure 5: Aerial-AM multi-robot light-trail virtual print of a surface of529

revolution embodying a varying radius. a, Light-trail time-lapse mid-construction:530

red paths indicating trajectories when robot is not printing, blue paths highlight paths in531

which the robot would be printing. b, Top view and d, perspective view of the light-trail532

flight trajectory analysis of flight with 3 robots, where colours identify individual robots’533
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completed print job tasks. c, Light-trail time-lapse of the complete geometry. e, Overlay of534

robot starting positions when not printing (red light) and printing (blue light). f, Simulation535

results with 15 drones printing a scaled up version of the geometry measuring 15 m in base536

diameter.537
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EXTENDED DATA FIGURE LEGENDS:570

Extended Data Figure 1. Aerial-AM robots. a, The BuilDrone for foam printing.571

The foam material canisters which store the dual components of the expansion foam are572
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mounted underneath the quadrotor platform. The nozzle for spraying the foam material is573

then fixed to the bottom of the canister holder. b, The BuilDrone for cementitious material574

print. The cementitious material extruder is placed in the holder underneath the wheelbase575

of the BuilDrone while the upper platform of delta parallel manipulator is attached to the576

holder. The nozzle is mounted on the end-effector of the delta manipulator and connected to577

the extruder though tubing. (d: distance from nozzle to the substrate; h: single layer height;578

w: layer width.) c, The ScanDrone with an integrated RGB-D camera for 3D mapping of579

the printed structure.580

Extended Data Figure 2. Deviation compensating using delta manipulator.581

a, The setting of BuilDrone with upper platform of delta parallel manipulator mounted582

underneath the quadrotor platform. b, Kinematic diagram of the light-weight delta parallel583

manipulator which has three limbs with identical kinematic structure. The end-effector with584

geometric center Oe implements pure translational motion with respect to the upper platform585

with geometric center Oc. c, Schematic diagram of the deviation compensation principle: the586

nozzle tip F keeps at desired position though the BuilDrone platform may drift to the pose587

at O′
b away from the reference pose at Ob. This method results in higher positional accuracy588

of the nozzle tip for depositing the material at target position T .589

Extended Data Figure 3. Geometry designs and printed layer/s of sample590

printing path for thin-walled cylinders. a, The printing path with four concentric591

circles (Separation: 8 ×10−3 m, inner diameter (ID): 272 ×10−3 m, outer diameter (OD):592
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320 ×10−3 m). b, The printing path with rounded Peano curve (ID: 260 ×10−3 m, OD:593

320 ×10−3 m, Period of pattern: 50 ×10−3 m, Amplitude of pattern: 30 ×10−3 m, Closest594

approach between successive shapes: 8 ×10−3 m. c, The hybrid printing path including595

concentric circles and compact rounded Peano curve in alternative layers (ID: 255 ×10−3 m,596

OD: 335 ×10−3 m, Straight lines separation: 20 ×10−3 m, Sinusoidal period: 18 ×10−3 m,597

Sinusoidal amplitude: 52 ×10−3 m). d, The first layer of a printed sample using pure598

concentric circles. e, The first layer and the half-unit offset second layer of a printed sample599

using rounded Peano curve printing path. f, The first two layers printed using the hybrid600

printing path. g-i, The top view of the printed samples with 5 layers using three different601

path designs respectively. j-l, Front view of the five-layer structures.602

Extended Data Figure 4. Robot Operating System (ROS) based control603

architecture for Aerial-AM robot platforms. a, High-level control architecture. b, Model604

Predictive Control diagram for trajectory tracking for both BuilDrone and ScanDrone.605

c, Control architecture of BuilDrone deviation compensation using the integrated delta606

manipulator.607

Extended Data Figure 5. Position errors of the BuilDrone platform during608

the foam printing in flight. a, BuilDrone position error measured using the centre of609

mass. b, Absolute position error of the centre of mass of BuilDrone.610

Extended Data Figure 6. The four cementitious-polymeric composite mixes611

trialled with the BuilDrone. No.1 (green), No.2 (orange), No.3 (red) and No.4 (blue),612
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with mix No.1 possessing the best buildability (the ability of the material to retain shape and613

resist deformation following extrusion due to subsequently deposited layers) and mix No.4614

the best workability (the ability of a material to be pushed through and extruded from a615

deposition device). a: Potential constituents plotted to show contribution to the properties of616

mixes. Workability was considered to be the primary parameter, with the selected constituents617

for mix formulation highlighted. b: The full constituent specifications of mixes No.1 -No.4 in618

kg/m3 to three significant figures. Key: CEM1=Portland Cement, PFA=Pulverised Fuel Ash,619

Xan=Xanthan gum, hemc=Hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose, Foam=EAB Associates foaming620

agent mixed with water and brought to a stiff-peak consistency, Plast.=Adoflow ‘S’ plasticiser.621

Fresh mix densities: No.1 : 1793 kg/m3, No.2 : 1741 kg/m3, No.3 : 1757 kg/m3 No.4 : 1760622

kg/m3. c: Viscosity flow profiles for mixes No.1 -No.4 and viscosity values relating to the four623

mixes while at rest, in the cartridge vessel and in the tubing indicated. d: Selected material624

parameters giving an overview of cementitious mix properties No.1 -No.4. Key: phase angle625

δ (°), complex modulus G*, 28-day compressive strength f28c, 28-day flexural strength f28f626

(all MPa) and the force required to process the material through the deposition device and627

tubing (N), the value shown on the figure being the true value divided by a factor of 10. For628

purposes of clarity and presentation, error bars for the individual material properties are629

included in the respective cementitious materials test sections and the table (Supplementary630

Table 5) providing an summary of tests in Supplementary Experiment S1, which also contains631

information on sample size and additional material parameters including yield stress, which632

ranged from 0.7 (Mix 4) to 1.1 kPa (Mixes 1-3).633
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Extended Data Figure 7. Position errors of the BuilDrone platform and the634

printing nozzle tip during the cementicious material printing in flight. a, BuilDrone635

position error. b, Position error of the tip of depositing nozzle mounted on delta manipulator’s636

end-effector. During the print, the tubing was filled with material and becomes stiffer. This637

led to negative errors in x- and y-direction. c, BuilDrone absolute position error. d, Absolute638

position error of the tip of the depositing nozzle.639

EXTENDED DATA TABLE LEGENDS:640

Extended Data Table 1. RMSE per layer for BuilDrone position and de-641

positing nozzle tip position.642

Extended Data Table 2. Aerial-AM BuilDrone cementitious material deposi-643

tion system printing velocities.644
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